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FUSION REACTOR NUCLEAR ANALYSIS
METHODS AND APPLICATIONS
by
Donald J. Dudziak
University of California, LotiAlamos Scientific bboratory
ks

Uamoso

New Mexico 87544, U.S.A.

ABSTMCT
Extensive neutronic and photonic analysee have been performed for
Characteri6tica investigated

conceptual theta-pinch fusion reactors.

include tritium breeding, neutron/ganzaa-rayenergy deposition, tz-an&mutation, primary radiation damage affects, biological shielding, radioactivity, and afterheat. In the process of performing these analyses
a nucleonics method has evolved into what is knowc as the Los Alamoa
CTR Nuclear Analyeis Symtem.

Although such a syetem is being continu-

●lly Improved as the nuclear analysis teChIIOl(Jgy
advances, its present
capabilities

● re

described in detail.

Included in the system

●re

data

preparation, neutron and gauuna-raytransport (diec~ete-ordinatee and
Mont. Carlo), and postprocessing codas to determine reaction ratea of
intaraat for fueion reactors, A ●alf-conoietant

sot

of codes to proc-

ess multigroup n.utron and gamma-ray interaction cross aactions, gammarmy

production matrices, ●nd karma factors from pointwiae ENDF data is

dascribad,

Discrat@-ordirutas calculation. u.a the ona-dinmnsional

DTF-TV coda, ●nd

●

postproccmcor cod. (TR3) hat baen davalopad speci-

fically for fueion reactor

●nalysis. Nucltonjcs studiau of lasar-

fuslon raactors hava uoad the sama nuclaar mnalyoia system, but chay
my

roquira additional tfio-dopcndont capabiliti~s for analysis of

shock wavan during and aftar nuclaar ●nergy dapoaition.
amplarnof tha rystem’t r.pplicationto

●

specific 6x-

toroidal Rafaranco Thata-Pinch

Ramctor dnsisn ●nd a Lin@~r Th@ta-Pinch Raaceor hybrid ara discussed.
Laotly, Soma
aunmricad.

INTRODUCTION
Conceptual fu~ion raactor studia.

(l-3)

● t Loo

uvcr tha ltictdacadc into an cn6inmc~ing datign study
thata-pinch rtactor. Racmt

vork

hAm

Ahmoe

(4) of

hava ●volvad
●

toroidal

●lao includud foaaibility atudiaa

(5)
of linear theta-pinch fusion/fission (hybrid) reactors,
as well ae
(6)
laaer-fusion reactors.
All blanket neutron transport calculations
have been performed with multigroup discrete-ordinates codes, beginning
with the work of Bell,‘7’8) who explored various blanket concepts. His
work introduced the concept of using beryllium multipliers, which have
found renewed interest recently for enhancement of not only tritium
breeding but also energy production.

Ir.addition, he chose refractory

structural materials, niobium and molybdenum, and estimated resonar.ce
eelf-shielding effects(2,8) for niobium.
More recent nucleonic analyses‘9-13) of a Reference Theta-Pinch
Reactor (RTPR) have included detailed assessment.aof tritium breeding
potential, nuclear heating per D-T neutron and its spatial distribution,
prjmary radiation damage effects, biological shielding, induced structural radioactivity, and nuclear afterheat. The intent of this paper
is to discuss the methods used, data sources, and areas of current and
future development. A characterization of specific blanket designs
has been presented in the references cited, so particular results are
included in this paper only for illustration of tiportant neutronic
parame~~rs and their uncertainties.
Examples of blanket designs which have been subjected to analysis
using the methods described here are given in Figs. 1 and 2.

Figure 1

shows a cutaway perspective view of a blanket segment and associated
magnet toil~ for the RTPR.

Each segmant is 2 metres long, and 100 seg-

mants placed radially about the pl~sma chamber form a 2-m-long module
In tha toroid. Tho RTPR, in turn, is composed of 176 such modules,
foming

a torus of major diameter 112 matres and aspect ratio 112.

In-

ner ●nd outer radii of tha blanket are 0.5 m and 0.89 m, respectively;
th~ bploaion-haating ●nd compression CO1lS together with their insulation

●ra

0.46 m thick. A biological shi~ld of stezl and concrete, not

.hown :InFig. 10 10 placad ●round the toroidal tunnel containing the
blankat, coils, and ●eoociatad laads,
●

pipes, ducts, etc.

Figure 1 is

achaaatic cross-sectional view of a Linear Thets-Pinch Reac.t~L(LTPR)

hybrid blankat. Much laaa

●nginacring dasign and optimization work has

for tha LTI’Rhvbrid, 00 nautron’c atudiee (5) have bean
238
confined to tritium braading, diract euargy production,
u-to:39ru

baon parformd

convaraion, and magnet coil radiscion damaga.
in Fig. 2 is

●soantially an WUR

The fartile seed shown

blanket in material composition (i.e.,

U02/Pu02 m

stainless steel structure), except sodia

coolant has been

replaced with lithium.

Other CTR-related studies have employed the Los Alamos CTR Nuclear
Analyatllsystem. These include presently active studies of a

232~-233U

subcritical, graphite-lattice (thermal) hybrid blanket for a LTPR.

Also,

evaluations of irradiation test facilities for CTR materials have included calculations of anticipated neutron flux spectra and intensities,
transmutation rates in candidate structural materials, and neutron dosim(14)
etry. One such study was for a 14-Me4 Intense Neutron Source,
while
others have been for the LAMPF beam stop CTR Radiation Effects Facility,(15,16)
(17)
Nucleonic analyses by the laser-fusion group at Los Alamos
have employed the same CTR Nuclear Analysis System, both the nuclear data
and the codes.

This same systm will soon be applied to shielding and

activation studies of a D-T burning theta-pinch test reactor.

?$IJCLEAR
DATA SOURCES AND PROCESSING
With minor exceptions, nuclear cross sections and recponse functions

used in the nuclear analysis computer codes as

are

❑ultigroup data.

No standard energy-group s~iucture suitable for all transport calculations has yet been devised.

Five energy structures ar? currently in

use:
i,

A 100-group neutron data set as discussed in Ref. 12.
fine-groups are more than adequate for

These

transport of high-

ener~y neutrons, for treatment of the resonance -egfam, and
for accurate representation of threshold reactions at high
7
energies [e.g., Be(n,2n), Li(n,n’)at, and higher energy (n,2n),
(n,p), (n,a), (n,n’p), and (n,n’a) reactions].
ii.

A ?l-group gamma-ray interaction and kerma data set
is also more than adequate in detail.

(18)

which

By the nature of the

‘ntcraction coefficients, as wall as
regularity in gamma-ray ..
the large uncertaj.nciesin gamma-ray -Ission

spectra, finer

detail IS not warranted.
iii. A

25-group

neutron

for use in analyzing

transport and reaction-rate data
unmoderated hybrid blankets.

sat

(5)

Lika the

100-8roup set, it contains only one thermal group and ha.
no

upncatter matrix cmnponent. Yet the 14-MeV region, fls-

●ion

spcctrum9

●nd resonanca region

●rm

adequately tr~ated.

Above 184 keV are 11 groups with lethargy vidths of 0.5 or
less (O.l10 0.12, and 0.18 tr.the top three groups); below
they are 1.0, except for g;oup 24 which has Au = 2.0.
iv

●

A 19-group neutron tranr.portand reaction-rate data set for

analysis of thermal-1.xtticehybrid designs. These data have
the same 11 groups as the 25-group

set

from 184 keV

to

14.9

Hell,four epithe?mal groups below 184 keV, and four thermal
groups (allow~ng upscatter) below 2.38 eV.

Thus, thermal

spectra, resonance self-shielding, and disadvantage factors
in 23%h-233U-graphite lattices can be well represented.
v.

A special /,I-groupneutron tzansport data set for analyzing
high-energy neutron spectra at accelerator-target neutron
sources (i.e., Ii-radiationfacilities). These data consist
of eleven grmps

between 17 and 800 Mel’,and thirty groups

Erom 17 WV down through thermal energies.

●

They hnve been

used for discrete-ordinates and multigroup Monte Carlo
an8iysis(1’)

at

LAMPl?.

Transport cross sections for all the above niultigroupdata sets
inclu?e 6cattering matrices up to P3.
File at Los !,kms

‘lhemeacer CTR Multigroup Data

includes response functions such as kerma factors,

activation crostisections, atom dis~lacement f-unctions,and gauna-ray
production matrices in the 100-group structure. Special group collapsing
codes(’o) then reduce these data to the other substructures of 41, 25, or
19 groups.

Basic
—-

data sources
Figure 3 shows the CTR Multigroup Data preparation System as

is

it

presently structured. Basic data sources are shown in the left colunn

of circles, the multigroup processing codes in the next column of rectangles.
● re

and

the

❑ultigroup output in the last column. Most source data

being accumulated in the ENDF system, so all the named codes in the

second colunn accept ENDF-formatted input as an option, if not exclusively.
The Los Alamos Master Data File contains au extenGive library of neutron
data

from other laboratoq

in the DJDF eystem.

programs, much of which is noc yet available

Often, for ad b

studies (e.g., induced radioac-

tivity in structural material.) multigroup cross sections are precessed

(20)

directly from experimental d~.tareported in the literature or fr-

tho

results of nuclear model Calculations. AISO, data have been received in
the MO-group

stmcture,

principally from the fusion

reactor design

group(21) at the University mf Wisconsin.

Hultigroup processing codes
Multigroup processing of ENDF neutron cross-section data is now
(22)
performed with the MINX code,
although much of the existing library
(23)
was generated ir,the past with the ETOG code.
Among many advantages
of the MINX code is the capability to compute Bondrnrenkof-factors for
resonance self-shielding. By simply interpolating tabulated (energy
group) values as a function of temperature, T, al.dthe “dilution factor”
or “background cross section,” UO, resonance self-shielded cross sections
can be prepared for particular design analyses.
Kerma factors are computed by the MACK code,

(24)

which uses in-

dividual reaction cross sections in ENDF to compute kinetic energy re(25)
lease. Similarly, the DON code
has options to process ENDF crosssection data into recoil ato~ spectra, and to partition energy according
to Lindhard theory. Atom-displacement rates can then be estimated (cf.
Ref.

12, for example) by applying selected secondary disp~acement models

to the total elastic energy* available, Td.
Multigroup processing of g-a-ray

production cross sections is
(26)
which create
accomplished with the LAPHINO and LAPHAN codes,
NxG multigroup matrices directly from ENi)Fpointwise data (N neutron
grolps, G gamma-ray groups).

Although LAPHAN has ~he capability of com(27)
puting Legendre moments of the matrix up to P4, experience has shown
**
that PO is sufficiently accurate for energy-deposition calculations.
LAPHAN is often used in its PO mode,

rather

than

using

the

PO code

LAPHANO, because of programming efficiencies unique to L4PHAN.

Photon

interaction cross sections for umltigroup gausna-raytransport calculations
(28)
that
are prepared by the CAMLEG+ code, a version of the CAMLEG code
treats pair production as a (y02y) reaction with isotropic emission.

*Energy imparted to electronic excitation may also be of interest for
investigations of electrical insulator response to radiation in thetapinch reactors.
**Also, at this time few lZNDFvaluations
for gamna-rfiy
emission.

contain angular distributions

In ●ddition to the schematic system shown in Fig. 3, there are
the usual s%rvice and file management routines.

Uh!le all data are

stored on mass storace devices (e.g., tapes, disk, and ptiotostore),in-

put to some transporta:ldreaction-r~cecodes is most efficiently(in
file-searchingtime) done from Ppecial files or cards. Figure 4 shows
the principal inputs as they are structured for the Los Alamos CTR Nuclear

Analyeis Syeteza.
Present and future developments
significant deficiencies occur in the nuclear data available for
nucleonic analyses, and ❑any of these deficiencies are the object of
natisnal or international research and development programs. For example,
cross-section error estimates are projected to be included in future
~F

evalw,tions. Cross-section sensitivity studies, principally by

first-order perturbation theory, are an essential part of any general
aasksament of cross-section measurement requirements.

Such studies de-

peud upon rational estimates of probable errors in particular reaction
cross sections in ENDF.

At present, the error estimates are usually made

by the investigator interested in the sensitivity of blanket parameters
such 8.stotal recoverable energy release, tritium breeding, or primary
radiation damage effects, with no formal error information from the crossmction
●re just

evaluator.
nov

Extensive fusion-reactor blanlet sensitivity studies

getting under way, and for the next few years they will still

depend heavily on informal error estimate~.
Particular problem areas, due either to complete lack ot data or
to knovn inadequacies, have already been identified. For sample,

molyb-

denum is considered among the prime candidates for fusion reactor struc-

tures, yet charged-particle reaction data are not yet available in ENDF.
As

●

result, meaningful kerma factors and primary radiation effects re-

sponse functions cannot be ccmputed by the M4CK and DON codes, respec-

tively. Additionally, secondary energy-angle distrlbutlcm from Be(n,2n)
reactions have an unacceptable uncertainty.

Sensitivity studies of

blanket parameters as a result of variations in these distributions

(29)

hav. shown possible large (5 to 10%) effects on tritium breeding, energy
deposition, and radiation damage.

Because of the renewed Interest world-

wide in beryllium multipliers (cf. Ref. 30, for example), measurements
of secondary neutron spectra at

below

●re

incident

planned for the near future.

neutron

energies

of 14 MeV and

Another area of development anticipated for the near future is
that of creating a minimal-sized
preserwe

selected integral

neutron

energy

blanket parameters.

group struccurethat will
In order to accomplish

this task, the range of blanket studies must be delimited (e.g., should
thermal-spect~-ahybrids be included?), and criteria for acceptable errors
in integral parameters such as energy release must be formulated. Care
must be exarcised, especially with respect to spectnun averaging over
resonance and hfgh-energy threshold reactions.

NEUTRONAND GAWIA-MY TRANSFORT AND REACTION RATES
An

overview

of the CTR Nuclear Analysis System is give~ in Fig. 4

for the discrete-ordinates calculational path.

Not included in the figure

are the Monte Carlo and perturbation-theory paths.

In general, one-

dimensional cylindrical geometry calculations have been sufficient for
the blanket studies undertaken so far.

Multidimensional Sn and Honte

Carlo codes will be necessary,however, when detailed engineering desig:m
define the geometries of coolant and refueling ducts, compression-coil
gaps, etc.

Extensive experience with these codes has been accumulated
(31)
over the last decade in fission reactor analysis,
so the capability
exists

when needed.

Several first-order perturbation codes (e.g., cf.

Ref. 32) for blanket sensitivity studies (i.e., to material, dimensional
or cross-section perturbations) likewise exist. In particular, codes(33)
(34)
linked to output of the DTF-IV discrete-ordinates code
are used at
Los Alamos.
Monte Carlo codes are routinely applied in analyses being performed for the LAMPF Radiation Effzcts Facility.

Neutron production and

transp@rt calculations for neutrons with energies above 20 MeV employ
a local version of the NMTC code. (35) Successive transport of ~20-MeV
(36)
neutrons is computed by the MCN continuous-energy Monte Cerlo code.
The latter code will also be applied to neutron streaming problems in
(17)
laser-fusion reactors.

Discrete-ordinates calculations
One-dimensional discrete-ordinates codes have been universally
applied to fusion-reactor blanket neutronics and photonics.

The present

productioncode, DTF-IV, is a FORTRAN-IV direct descendant of
used by Bell in his original (1965) blmket

studies.(7)

the

DSN code

Extensive

-.

discussionof dhcrete-ordinates theory, advantages,disadvanta~ea, geneology, and stxte-of-the-art can be found in a review paper

(37]

by Lathrop.

Suffice it to say here that the current generation of such codes are
highly developed and efficient in terms of computer running time. As a

result, most parameter studies on blanket neutronics have used repeated
forward solutions as opposed to adjoint solutions and perturbation theory.
Typical CDC 7600 running times for RTPR design calculations were =5 minutes.
The RTPR neutronic model discussed in Ref. 12 consisted of 100
groups, P3 cross-section expansion, 133 spatial mesh points, 36

-ergy

regions, and 10 materials.

A one-dimensional radial traverse

through the

blanket segment shown in Fig. 1 was used for these calculations.

Some

resulting neutron flux distributions through the blanket and COILS are
shown in Fig. 5, which illustrates the penetration of neutrons >10 MeV
(mofitly=14 MeV) through the blanket, as well as the buildup of lowerenergy neutrons in the graphite and coil regions.
wall loading, Iw, of 2.0 MW/m2

hss

A reference neutron

been chosen for normalization of all

fluxes and reactionrates in the RTPR.
Table I illustrates a typical parameter study performed for the
RTFR design analysis.

Because of the lerge energy storage and transfer

requirements of the RTPR (=177 MJ/m in the

❑agnetic field), as well as

joule losses, a strong incentive exists for minimizing blanket thickness.
One way to accomplish this objective is to examine the tradeoff between
decreased energy losses in the magnetic ener~y storage and transfer syst~

versus decreased recoverable thermal mergy

per D-T neutron, as the

blanket is thinned. Coil heating and radiatian damage concurrently increase also.

To a first approximation, the increased waste (=300 K] heat

in the coils is equal to the decreased recoverable (=1100 K) heat in the
(lo)
blanket. Tritium breeding has been shown
to be easily ❑aintained at
a value >1.0 by cdjusting the beryllium-region thickness, so values of
T < 1.0 in Table I ars not of cmcern.

Similarly, the recoverable and
(10)
waste energies will both increase with Increased beryllium thicknes~; ●.g.,

●

lo-mm increase in beryllium thickness provides a l.1-MeV increase

in recoverable energy per D-T neutroriand a 0.07 increase in tritium
breeding ratio. Coil heating and transmutation rates, given as percent
changes in Table I because they are independent of wall loading, vary
linearly with small (20 ‘aj changes in graphite thiclress as shown for
●

niobium structure. Thus, first-order perturbation theory involving

-

only tvo transport calculatlona, forward and

●djoint, could provide this
(12)
structures

same information. However, for investigations of molybdenm

large changes of the graphite region were considered, and the effects
In general, application of

vere nonlio:ar as can be seen from Table I.
perturbation theory to moderate (10 to 20 -)

changes in adjacent beryl-

lim

and lithium regions of the RTPR, and to substitution of structural
(32)
Unlike Akeff calculations 1:1fismaterials, has proven successful.
sion reactors, for example, perturbation :heory
sary in order co circumvent Convergence probl=s

has

not been four.dneces-

that aask Gmali changes

in an integral blanket parameter.
The system shovn in Fig. 4 ir.plleesepa-fatetransport calculations

for neutrons and garmzarays, although wch

calculations car.

L>e

simultaneously by using couplrd riulr~groupcross-section sets.

perfomaed
Which

path to take is a matter of chcice, but with complex bla:,ketsand lurge
n~~bers of energy
l~iting.
suney

~is

groups,

Cm)uter

st~rage cdpab~iity rap~dly becomes

fact, coupled with the need for many neutron transport

calculations prior to the need for gamma-1 ~y transport, has led

to the adoption of separate calculations in KUOS2cases.

In fact, even

for 100-grcup neutron transport, a prar.ixof region materiais (PRBIIX
code in Fig. 4) is performf~dprior to ope:ation of the DTF-IV code; this
is simply a device to allocate the maxjm.m possible storage to finer
meshes

(energ;-,angle, ar,dspace).
Similarly, postprocessing of

the output flux files is most con-

veniently performed in a separate operation. For this purpose, a series
of code modules, generically den~ted TR3, were developed as the need
●rosz.

Typically, a reference design calculation of the neutron flux

distribution will be used in repeatctireaction rate calculations for
varying wall loadings, operating and shutdown time in the case of
radioactivity, etc.
Most fusion r~ctfm

transport ca’’.cubtionsare 6h~1y

inhomogeneous

fixed-source calculations, which are performed to a pointwise flux con-4
vergence criterion, ~a most cases =10 . Hybrid studies, (5) howevez, have
aleo involved eigen-~aluecalculations to determine degres

of blanl.etsub-

criticality, incl”~dingpostulated accident case~.
N~e~e”es studies(10,38-40) of order of quadrature in S.a,order of
Legendre expansion of cross sections, and eour~e spatial and energy diw
tribution have been ~.rried out ior nonfiasile blankets.

With mlne~

exceptions such as reaction rates at deep penetrations,an S~-P3 trans-

port calculationpredicts integral parameters of interest (e.g., tritium
breeding) to within =2% of a reference high order calculation (S16.p5)~
(38)
and energy(40) distributions
Similarly, variation of sourpc spatial
vithin physically reasonable bounds has a negligible effect on integral
parameters. Studies of fusion reactor neu”ronics at Los Alsmos have thus
consistently included the assumption that the D-T neutron source is
(40)
based upcn
spatially uniform in the plaaa and Is Doppler-broadened
an ion temperature of 19 keV.

~ostprocessor development
The TR3-series of code modules have been specifically tailored to
*
Output includes quantianalysis @f cylindrical fusion-reactor blankets.
ties such as (i) lluxes within specified energy bands; (ii) transmutation,
primary radiatiom damage and other react.=n rates by space point and energy
group, as well as summed over energy groups; (iii) kerma by space point
and material, and integrated over specified regions (i.e., recoverable
and waste thermal energy can be separated); and (iv) gamma-ray sources by
space point and (gamma) group.
A particularly specialized module is TR3A, which computes total and
specific (per watt of thermal output, Wt) radioactivity inventories, =pecific biological hazard potentials (lun3/Wt),and afterheat power fraction
of operating power. Figure 4 depicts schematically the calculational flow,
as well as the principal input data required for each module.

An addi-

tional input is the plasma neutron emission rate (m‘ls-l), which Is used

to normalize all fluxes and reaction rates to the reactor power level.
For example, Fig. 5 was traced from TR3 outp~t plots for a neutron wall
18
loading of 2.0 tl’U/m2,
or a plasma neutron emission rate of 2.804 x 10
~-1~-1
Parametric utudies of RTPR radioactivity as a function of wall
●

loading, operating time, ana structural materi~l (Nb-l%zr and V-2WTI)
(41) ~,tthTq3Ao
have been perfomud

~Versiotm

●lso.

mcdified by the lasar-fusfon group handla spherical gcomatries

MAJOR UNC13tTAIhTIESAND REQUIRED DEVELOPMENT
Sensitivity studies
Cross-section sensitivity studies will soan be placed on a systematic basis for the major fusion reactor concepts, in order to formulate
a long-range plan of cross-secticm measuremezcs and eval~attons.

output format

(42)

A useful

from first-order (linear) perturbation codes is the

fractional change of a reaction rate, 6R, ior a given fractional change in
selected cross section, 6Z, as a function of neutron energy. This gives
(42)
useful for determir.ingenergy ranges over
a “sensitivity profile”
a

which evaluation and measurement efforts should be concentrated. Wt,ile
recent work has shown that critium breeding is not usually a critical
blanket parameter, the application of this technique to energy release
per D-T neutron has significant import in that net electrical output is
directly proportional to energy release.
Another important class of sensitivity analysis is that associated
with system studies of particular blanket designs.

Variations in struc-

tural materials, moderators, lithium compounds and region dimensions all
need to be explored in blanket optimization studies. For given blanket
integral parameters as discussed above, trajectories in parameter space
starting at a reference design point can best be determined by perturbation theory. Uhile the perturbation may appear in the Boltzmanriequation
as changes in total or differential scattering cross secticns, they represent actual physical changes in desj.gnas opposed to uncertainty
estimates.
Specifically of interest in theta-pinch fusion reactor system
studies are the minimum blanket thicknesses consistent with tritium breeding, recoverable thermal energy, and coil radiation damage.

A beginning

of this investigation was presented in Table I. Also, resonance sclf(44)
ahielding(43”4) and temperature effect8
in niobium are being evaluated to determine their influence in the RTPR, primarily on tritiuritteed-

ing and recov~rableenergy per D-T neutron. The self-shielding ●nd tem(44)
poratura broadening calculations
utiliza Bondarenko f(T,aO)-factora
from the MINX coda.
invamtigationa ara under way at IASL to axamina tha
94
uncartaintiesiin
Nb (2.0 x 104 y) long-term radioactivity ●nd 95Nb(35.1 d)
(4s) for
short-term radioactivity ●nd ●ftarhaat. Availabla resonanca data
Additional

tha 94Nb(n,y) cross ●action hnvo b~on tppliad to voasiblc medals for tha

distributionof resonancesabove =22 eV (knownresonance parameters are
●t

11.6 ●lland 22.6 eV, and the resonance integralhas hqen measured).

Threa reasonabledistributionpatterns have been chosen, all consistent
with the reuonance integral, to bracket the expected behavior of the
cross section in the resonance region.
● re

These three cross-section sets

(46)
now being applied to calculationsof RTPR radioactivity and afterheat.

-

Conceptual design and analysis of a linear theta-pinch fusion/
233
fission hybrid reactor based upon a 232ShU cycle is now under way.
A thermal neutron spectrum is most advantageous for thi6 cycle for several

reasons, including:
topes (e.g.,

231pa

(ii) a relatively

(i) IOU production of radiologically undesirable iso230Th
o 23$1) relative to a fast neutron spect~mn;
B

high value

of n (the average number of neutrons emitted
233
in fission per neutron absorbed) for
U at thermal energies; and (iii)
smaller fissile inventories required per unit electrical power output,
with attendant radiological and economic advantages.

Critical fission

reactors fueled by 23%

produced in hybrids have some of =tiesesame
239PU
●ttractions vis-;-vis fast reactors fueled by
. On the negative
sjde, 232Th does not have the advantage of a high fission cross section
for ~2 to 14 MeV, as does 238U; also, the (n,2n) and (nt3n) reactions
lead to radiologically objectionable isotopes. Thus, all consid~rations
lead one to a thermal epectrum in the blanket fertile seed.

As a result,

the reactor phyaice of tht~e blanket~ must encompasn a correct treatment
of the ●ntire neutron enerRy rnnge fronlthermal to 14 MeV.

Thermal spec-

tra ❑ uet be calculated in fine deu~il, ueing appropriate scattering kernels, and disadvantage factors in hetcrogeneollqfuel beads and/or rods
mat

be estimated. Resonance self-shielding in the

fertile/fissile

materials is likewiseimportant. Because advantage cannot be taken of
tha 14-MeV neutron ●nergy fer fast fission of 232Th, current desig’hconccpto

possible

under etudy at LollAlarnomuae those neutrons as
for

tritimn brreding via

●ffectivelyaa

7Li(n,n’a)t reactionG and Be(n,2n)

nmtron multiplication.

R@diation danaga
Primary radiation damage ~ffactn can ba predictad for moat matnrials
of Intaroat in uisting

molybdowm,

fusion r-actor ●tudiaa,

(12)

Thea@ ~lfactm includ~ danla@e●orgiw

with

tha

●xception

(and consequent

diaplacaonts, depandin~upon what modol 10 chomm),

●s

WQ1l am

●tom

of

transmutationsand gas production (ii●nd He). However, atom-displacement
response functionsstill need to be calculatedwith the DON code for
‘2°3 ‘
Li20).

Be, Cut and some of

the

n-er materials being

considered

(e.g.,

Atom sputteringor chunk ejection by 14-t4eVneutrons is potentially
the most llmiting form of radiation damage, az ieast in niobi=,
,.-.
sputtering coefficients are still not well ●
stablished.’4’J

(12)

yet

Miscellaneous nucleonics
Bulk biological shielding is not a critical area of either pure
fusion or hybrid reactor design, and has consequently received little
attention\ll)

However, detailed shield design calculations will be re-

quired for the first experimental, D-T burning, theta-~~nch test facility.
Even more important, activation of the reactor structure will affect
accessibility for experimentation and maintenance, and thus must be accurately determined. Theta-pinch reactors, unlike Tokamaks, have no
superconducting magnet coils requiring shielding, but ●nergy deposition
and primary radiation effects in the room-temperature coils r-wt be
determined accurately.
Traditional nucleonic interests such as coolant activation and
equilibrium activity, deposition of long-lived radioactivity on primary
cyst-

components (with attendant shielding, maintenance, and disposal

problems), and dispersion of radioactivity into the enviromnent have
only begun to be addressed.

CONCLUSIOt:S
A relatively large effort has been invested in a CTR nuclear data

and computer code system for fusion reactor nuclear analysis.

Successful

●pplication of this system has been made to analysis of a toroidalRsferamce
Theta-PinchReactor (RTPR)B a Linear Theta-Pinch Reactor (LTPR) hybrid,
and radiation teet f,~cilltiea. The system further se~ea
for further devalopm~nts necessary

Most afforte
●s

part

●t

the prasent timo

as a skeleton

in anticipated future system studies.
●re

being devotad

of a postd@olgn assecmont of the RTPR.

to sensitivity studiec
Analyses ara being

focuaad on identified uncertaintiaa caused by 93Nb raaonancaselfshialding and ecmporaturaaffacts,
●nd primry

94
Nb(n,Y) cross-section ●ammptionk,

radiation ●ffacts in niobim,

●lmina,

●nd coppar.

Smaitivfty

analyses ●re being ●pplied in an effort to minimize the RTPR blanket
thickneoa. Hybrids baoad upon the LTPR concept

are being evaluatad alao.

Future development. in the CTR nuclear data aud analyais

●reas

depend upon the trends of reactor syst~s studies,but must also anticflpateneeds of such studies.

Specifically, first-order perturbation

methods are being instituted for design sensitivity investigations, as
well as for more general cross-section sensitivity studies in assessment

of data needs. Also, a capability to calculate thermal lattice parameters

●ccurately is being developed in conjunction with
system atudiea.
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024 TRITWH BREEDING,
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correctionof 0.07
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